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Is the herpes virus becoming
resistant to mainstream herpes
medications?

Are the the main stream treatments for herpes simplex infection really the
answer? Recent studies from Dr Solomon Habtemariam at Univ of Greenwich’s
school of science suggests that the drugs currently available to treat the disease
are becoming less effective as the virus is developing resistance to them. Dr.
Solomon and his research group have even come up with a potential treatment for
herpes simplex, found over in Asia and mainland Europe. The Tansy has been
identified to have plenty of antioxidant potential that may become a treatment for
herpes simplex. This antioxidants from the tansy are able to heal wounds and
blisters and ultimately prevent herpes virus infection.

Here is a direct quote from Dr. Habtemariam about the possible herpes simplex ii
virus treatment. “Our studies have proved the scientific basis for many
traditional medicinal plants. We are now able to identify even more structurally
complex natural products and those that are present in plants in minute
concentrations with our state-of-the-art analytical facilities. In collaboration
with our international partners, we are searching for novel antidiabetic,
antimicrobial, anticancer, anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective agents from
natural sources.”

This just goes to show us that there are some natural herpes treatments that work.

 

 

 

← Is your diet effecting your herpes outbreaks? How does the herpes virus hijack our bodies? →

Michael Fletcher is a common father who suffererred
with herpes for many years. He didn't want to take pills
or anything dangerous to relieve his herpes outbreaks
so he decided to search the internet for a natural
herpes treatment. 

Step 1 
Buy the Dynamiclear herpes solution , you will receive
the product at your home in a few days. ENJOY:
Discreet shipping. 

Step 2
Once you receive your package, you will want to apply
the natural formula to the infected area (won't take
long to apply.) 

Step 3
Watch your skin abrasions and outbreaks disappear
within 72 hours and be herpes free. 
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Dynamiclear Testimonials
"I am writing to thank you for such a wonderful
product. This is absolutely amazing. I always suffered
with it for at least 7 to 15 days in the past. I wanted to
attach some pictures of actual results so you could post
them as well as my comments on your testimonials
page. I couldn't be happier with the product and will
recommend it to everyone who is need of a solution. I

home remedies for acne
June 28, 2011 at 5:39 am

That’s really interesting. Thanks for posting all the great information! Had never

thought of it all that way before.

My website is about best acne treatment

Reply

HSadmin
November 16, 2011 at 8:08 am

Yes, you can get a ton of information at this site here. Dynamiclear information

Reply
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can't say enough!!! Thanks so much." 
~ Michelle, Clark County, Ohio

"Being a cold sore sufferer for many years, I was
excited when offered Dynamiclear to recommend to our
customers as a single dose product. Although a little
skeptical of this claim, I first applied Dynamiclear 12
hours after the first sign of a new cold sore and to my
amazement the cold sore was completely gone later
that same day. It’s unique and hygienic applicator
meant no waste and ease of application. Since stocking
Dynamiclear at Terry White Chemist, Pacific Fair, our
customer feedback has been positive with repeat sales
by very happy and satisfied customers. The success of
Dynamiclear has now resulted in the product rocketing
to the top 3 cold sore products available within our
store. I can recommend Dynamiclear with confidence to
our customers and assure them of a positive result.
Thanking you for a wonderful product!" 
Tanya Matthews, Retail Manager, TWC Pacific Fair

"Dynamiclear has worked great! Because of the fast
shipping time I was able to apply it immediately and
have only used it one additional time. It has been over
6 months and I have not had to use it again. Great
product! Thanks Dynamiclear!" 
M.J., Atascosa, Texas

Buy Dynamiclear Here 
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